WATERCRESS IS ONE OF THE MOST NUTRIENT-DENSE VEGETABLES IN THE WORLD. IT’S A GLOBALLY KNOWN GREEN, FAMOUS FOR ITS FLAVOR AND DELICATE CRUNCH. WITH MORE THAN 18 ESSENTIAL VITAMINS AND MINERALS, WATERCRESS IS A SUPERFOOD OFFERING A DISTINCTIVE TASTE THAT STANDS OUT FROM MANY OF THE MUTED FLAVORS OTHER SALAD GREENS PROVIDE. FOR MORE THAN 145 YEARS, B&W HAS SPECIALIZED IN BABY LEAVES, WITH A SINGULAR FOCUS ON QUALITY. OUR VARIETIES ARE SELECTED FOR SUPERIOR FLAVOR AND CONSISTENT APPEARANCE TO ENHANCE RECIPES AND YOUR CUSTOMERS’ DINING EXPERIENCE.
Features & Benefits

- Vivid green color and unique peppery flavor
- Adds delicate crunch
- Nutrition-packed SuperLeaves®
- Versatile—can be used in soups, salads, sandwiches, and more
- Triple-washed and air-tunnel dried
- Available year-round from a single trusted source
- Special packaging preserves freshness and flavor and reduces spoilage
- Chef-friendly—100% usable and ready to eat; no large stems to trim
- No rubber bands or backroom preparation

All B&W products are grown in the USA. Global GAP audited with superior ratings, B&W qualifies for and adheres to the world-renown Marks & Spencer’s Field-to-Fork food safety and sanitation protocols.

HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS
- Refrigerate immediately
- Store at 34°F
- Keep dry
- Rotate first in, first out

CONTACT
B&W Quality Growers, LLC
7798 County Road 512
Fellsmere, FL 32948
772.571.0800

RECIPES
Recipes available at bwqualitygrowers.com @WatercressLife